
 

China Supplier Color Steel Arch Equipment Roof Panel Curving
Roll Forming Machine

"Sincerity, Innovation, Rigorousness, and Efficiency" is definitely the persistent conception of our
corporation to the long-term to establish alongside one another with customers for mutual
reciprocity and mutual profit for China Supplier Color Steel Arch Equipment Roof Panel Curving Roll
Forming Machine, As a leading manufacture and exporter, we take pleasure in a fantastic track record
within the international markets, especially in America and Europe, because of our top quality and
acceptable prices.
"Sincerity, Innovation, Rigorousness, and Efficiency" is definitely the persistent conception of our
corporation to the long-term to establish alongside one another with customers for mutual
reciprocity and mutual profit for Color Steel Arch Equipment, Roll Forming Machine, Roof Panel
Curving Roll Forming Machine, We now have constructed strong and long co-operation relationship
with an enormous quantity of companies within this business in Kenya and overseas. Immediate and
professional after-sale service supplied by our consultant group has happy our buyers. In depth Info
and parameters from the merchandise will probably be sent to you for any thorough acknowledge.
Free samples may be delivered and company check out to our corporation. n Kenya for negotiation is
constantly welcome. Hope to get inquiries type you and construct a long-term co-operation
partnership.

Galvanized Curving Roof Machine parameters
1 Main motor power 5.5kw, 3 phase or as your request
2 Hydraulic motor power 4kw
3 Hydraulic Pressure 10-12MPa
4 Voltage 380V /3phase/ 50 HZ (or as your requirement)
5 Control System PLC Delta Inverter
6 Main Frame 300mm/350mm H-Beam or 350mm
7 Backboard Thickness 16mm
8 Chain Size 1 Inch
9 Feeding Material color steel coils

10 Feeding Thickness 0.3-0.8mm
11 Feeding Width 100-1200mm
12 Effective width 840-1050mm
13 Productivity 0-15/min
14 Roll Station 13 roll steps(according to different design)
15 Roller Diameter 70mm(depend on different design)
16  Roller material 45# steel
17  Cutter material Cr12
18 Cr-Plating Size 0.05mm
19 Overall Size 6800*1400*1150mm
20 Total Weight 5.8T

The advantages of galvanized curving roof machine:

1. Our machines can uses galvanized steel sheet, colored armor plate or aluminum plate as the
material plate.

2. Controlling by computer, PLC display, operation is easy, running is steady and reliable, endurable,
maintenance-free.
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3. We can make and designs will kinds of roll forming machine according to customer's request.

Machine photos:
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Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=154369
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